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NON EXPANSIVE DIRECTIONS FOR Z
2
ACTIONS
MICHAEL HOCHMAN
Abstrat. We show that any diretion in the plane ours as the unique non-
expansive diretion of a Z
2
ation, answering a question of Boyle and Lind. In
the ase of rational diretions, the subation obtained is non-trivial. We also
establish that a ellular automaton an have zero Lyapunov exponents and at
the same time at sensitively; and more generally, for any positive real θ there
is a ellular automaton ating on an appropriate subshift with λ+ = −λ− = θ.
1. Introdution
Consider a Z
2
ation (X,T ) on a ompat metri spae. Let ℓ be a line in the
plane and let ℓr denote the set of points within distane r of ℓ. Then ℓ is said to
be an expansive line if there exist r > 0 and δ > 0 suh that, for all x, y ∈ X ,
d(T ux, T uy) < δ for all u ∈ ℓr ∩ Z2 =⇒ x = y
Expansiveness only depends on the diretion of the line and not the line itself, so
we may speak of expansive and non-expansive diretions. Note that if ℓ ontains an
integer point u ∈ ℓ∩Z2 then expansiveness of ℓ is equivalent to expansiveness of the
map T u : X → X , but for ℓ with irrational slope there is no suh interpretation.1
Expansive and non-expansive diretions were dened by Boyle and Lind in [3℄,
where they were used as a tool in the study of the diretional dynamis of an
ation. Many properties of the dynamis of subations T u vary niely withing
onneted omponents of the set of expansive diretions. For example, within
suh a omponent the entropy of subations varies linearly. Certain properties
are onstant within expansive omponents: for example, if T u ats as a shift of
nite type then so does T v as long as the diretions u, v are in the same expansive
omponent.
One of the basi questions that arose in [3℄ was to understand what sets an
our as the set of non-expansive diretions. It was shown that this set is losed
and, when the phase spae is innite, non-empty; and furthermore if C is any losed
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1
The rst thing one tries is to go to a ontinuous time analog with ow {σt}t∈R, and set ϕ = σ
θ
;
but this does not work sine when one goes bak to a disrete ation one loses expansiveness.
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set of diretions of ardinality |C| ≥ 2, then it is the set of non-expansive diretions
for some ation.
It has been an open problem for some time to determine whih diretion an
our as the unique non-expansive diretion in a non-trivial way. If one begins with
an expansive Z-ation (X,T ) and extends it formally to the Z2 ation (X, 〈T, idX〉)
generated by T and the identity map, then one obtains an ation whose unique non-
expansive diretion is the vertial one; but the ation in that diretion is trivial.
One an onstrut similarly trivial examples in whih an arbitrary rational diretion
is the only non-expansive one. However, attempts have not sueeded in produing
non-trivial examples for rational diretions (a proposed example in [6℄ turned out
to be awed, see [2℄), or any examples at all of ations with a single irrational
non-expansive diretion.
In this paper we resolve this problem as follows:
Theorem. For every diretion ℓ in the plane there is an expansive Z2 ation whose
unique non-expansive diretion is ℓ. In the ase ℓ has rational slope, the orrespond-
ing subation is non-trivial, i.e. none of its elements at as the identity.
Corollary 1.1. A set of diretions ours as the set of non-expansive diretions
for an expansive Z
2
-ation if and only if it is losed and non-empty.
This follows by ombining the theorem with Boyle and Lind's result for sets of size
≥ 2, but an also be derived diretly from our onstrution by taking unions of the
systems it provides. The Boyle-Lind examples are also unions of a similar sort. Thus
the onstrutions we have are quite degenerate, in the sense that they deompose
into subsystems with small sets of non-expansive diretions. The following question
is therefore natural:
Problem 1.2. Can every nonempty losed set of diretions our as the non-
expansive diretions of Z
2
-ation that is transitive/minimal/supports a global er-
godi measure?
Another onsequene of our onstrution is:
Proposition 1.3. There exists a ellular automaton f suh that, for every t, there
is a subshift Xt on whih f ats as an automorphism without equiontinuity points
and suh that the Lyapunov exponents are λ+ = t, λ− = −t.
This answers to a question of Bressaud and Tisseur [4℄ in the speial ase t = 0,
showing that even for ellular automata whose ation is sensitive to initial ondi-
tions, information an propagate unboundedly, but at a sublinear rate, i.e. with
zero speed.
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Theorem 1 and the last proposition are related as follows. Suppose we wish to
realize a line ℓ as the unique non-expansive diretion of a Z2-ation. We shall do so
on a zero-dimensional phase spae. In this ase we may x an expansive diretion
with rational slope, and hoose another rational diretion so that together the
ations in these diretions generate the full ation (or a nite-index subgroup of
it). Using expansiveness we may re-ode and identify the rst diretion with the
shift on some symboli spae X , and the seond diretion with an automorphism
of X . Thus the problem has been redued to one of onstruting an appropriate
shift spae and an automorphism of it; this is the same setting as is studied in the
theory of ellular automata.
This redution highlights an interesting aspet of the problem. Eah automor-
phism is given by a blok ode. There are only ountably many of these, but there
are unountably many diretions (or values for Lyapunov exponents). Thus if one
is to onstrut examples of automorphisms whih realize any given diretion as the
unique non-expansive one for the generated ation (or if one wants to onstrut
CA with arbitrary Lyapunov exponents), then the diretion (or exponents) must
be enoded at least in part in the subshift rather than the automorphism. We
shall make this enoding quite expliit, eetively designing the automorphism as
an interpreter and using the subshift as a program ontrolling the ation of the
automorphism.
Our strategy will be to onstrut an automorphism that, roughly speaking, per-
forms a sequene of shifts on the underlying spae at a rate that is enoded in
the subshift it is ating on; this rate is what will determine the slope of the non-
expansive diretion. For example, taking the full shift as our spae, σ as the shift
and the automorphism ϕ = σn, we see that in the generated Z2-ation every dire-
tion is expansive exept the line ny + x = 0. Here ϕ shifts at a rate of n symbols
per unit time. We would like to ontrol this rate so as to make it an arbitrary real
number θ. The implementation of this simple idea, however, is rather involved. Our
solution relies on a property that has been alled intrinsi universality in the ellu-
lar automata literature (e.g. [1℄). This means that there are automorphisms whih,
when restrited to an appropriate subshift, an simulate any other automorphism
up to a temporal and spaial resaling. We shall use an innite hierarhy of suh
automorphisms, eah of whih simulates the next, and suh that eah level in the
hierarhy performs a shift on the underlying spae at a xed rate (this onstrution
is somewhat reminisent of Gas' error-orreting automata [5℄). The sum of these
rates will determine the overall shift and the non-expansive diretion, and we will
ontrol these rates by enoding them into the shift spae.
We shall mostly use standard denitions and notation, whih an be found e.g.
in [10℄. We denote by σ the shift map on symbol spaes, and for a point x ∈ ΣZ we
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denote its oordinates by xi. For a symbol a we write a
n
for the n-fold onatenation
of a. An automorphism ϕ of a subshift Y is given by a blok ode, and we shall
say that ϕ has range r if the blok ode ats on a r-neighborhood [−r, r] (this is
also sometimes alled the radius of ϕ or its window width). The notation ON (1)
denotes a onstant depending only on N .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next setion we intro-
due a suient ondition for the ation generated by a shift-automorphism and
the shift to have a unique non-expansive diretion. Setions 3 outlines the main
onstrution, setion 4 supplies further details of the implementation. Setion 5
applies the onstrution to prove the main theorem. Setion 6 disusses the rela-
tion and appliations to Lyapunov exponents. Finally, in setion 7 we present an
simpler, alternative onstrution of a system with a unique, rational non-expansive
diretion.
Aknowledgment: I would like to thank Doug Lind for some very interesting
disussions and for his permission to inlude the example in setion 7. This work
was done in the fall of 2008 during the speial semester on additive ombinatoris
and ergodi theory at MSRI, and I would like to thank the organizers and hosts for
that stimulating event.
2. Predition shapes
In this setion we dene a devie that quanties quantify propagation of uner-
tainty under iteration of an automorphism. This devie is related to Shereshevsky's
notion of Lyapunov exponents for ellular automata [8℄, although there are a num-
ber of dierenes. First, we are interested in the propagation of unertainty both
forward and bakward in time, although one an easily modify our denitions so
that they are one sided, and apply to endomorphisms as well. More importantly
we measure unertainty by xing a nite blok, rather than a one-sided innite ray
(in Shershevsky's ase one xes a leaf of the stable or unstable foliations). We shall
disuss the relation to Lyapunov exponents further in setion 6.
Denition 2.1. Let Y be a subshift and ϕ an automorphism of Y . A onvex, open
subset Λ ⊆ R2 is alled a predition shape for ϕ|Y if (0, 1)× {0} ⊆ Λ and for every
ompat set Λ0 ⊆ Λ and for all large enough n, if y, z ∈ Y satisfy
y|[−n,n] = z|[−n,n]
then
(ϕty)i = (ϕ
tz)i for all (i, t) ∈ nΛ0 ∩ Z
2
where nΛ0 = {n · u : u ∈ Λ0}.
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From the denition it is lear that the inreasing union of predition shapes is a
predition shape.
If ϕ, ϕ−1 have range r then the diamond shaped region with verties at (−1, 0)
and (1, 0) and with sides of slope ±1/r is a predition shape for ϕ|Y . This bound
derives from information about the blok-ode and one may sometimes get more
from the blok ode, but in general the predition shapes for ϕ|Y depend non-
trivially on Y . For example, if Y is a nite union of periodi orbits then for large
enough n the restrition y|[−n,n] determines y ∈ Y ; therefore R
2
is a predition
region. On the other hand, for innite subshifts it is easy to see that no predition
shape ontains [−1, 1]× {0} in its interior.
Our appliation of this notion is the following simple observation.
Theorem 2.2. Let Y be a subshift with automorphism ϕ. Let ℓ be a line through
the origin distint from the x-axis, and suppose that
Λ = ℓ1 = {u ∈ R2 : d(u, ℓ) < 1}
is a predition shape for ϕ|Y . Then every diretion exept ℓ is an expansive diretion
for the Z
2
-system (Y, 〈σ, ϕ〉).
Proof. Fix a line ℓ′ through the origin in a dierent diretion from ℓ. We must
show that if r is large enough then y|(ℓ′)r determines y. For this it sues to show
that there is an r suh that y|(ℓ′)r determines y|(ℓ′)r+1 .
Sine the slopes of ℓ, ℓ′ are dierent, it is easy to see that there is an ε > 0 and a
ompat set Λ0 ⊆ Λ ontaining the origin with the property that (ℓ
′)1+ε ⊆ (ℓ′)1+Λ0.
The desired onlusion now follows from the fat that Λ is a predition shape. See
gure 2.1. 
Corollary 2.3. Under the assumptions of the theorem, if Y is innite then ℓ is
the unique non-expansive diretion for (Y, 〈σ, ϕ〉).
Proof. This follows from the theorem and the fat that every Z
2
-ation on an innite
spae must have at least one non-expansive diretion [3℄. 
3. Main onstrution
In this setion and the next we onstrut a subshift X over an appropriate
alphabet, and dene a pair of endomorphisms π and π̂ ofX by speifying blok odes
for them. This setion desribes their properties and outlines the onstrution.
Some further details appear in the next setion.
By onstrution, X, π and π̂ will satisfy the following properties. First, the range
of π and π̂ will be 1, meaning that π(x)0 depends only on x−1, x0, x1 and similarly
for π̂.
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ℓ
Λ0
(ℓ′)1
Figure 2.1. By shifting the enter of the dark region Λ0 along
the line ℓ′, one overs (ℓ′)1+ε (the area swept out by the darkened
orners of Λ0).
Seond, suppose we are given the following parameters:
• An integer N .
• A subshift Y ⊆ {1, . . . , N}Z.
• Blok odes of range 1 dening inverse automorphisms ϕ,ϕ−1 of Y .
• An integer B ≥ 1 (Blok length), whih is suiently large with respet
to N,ϕ.
• An integer W ≥ 1 (Wait time).
• An integer D (Displaement), whih may be positive or negative, indiat-
ing displaement to the right or left respetively.
Then there is a subshift
X ′ = X ′(Y,N, ϕ,B,W,D) ⊆ X
suh that
π̂|X′ = (π|X′ )
−1
and an integer
(3.1) T = (B + ON,ϕ(1))(1 +W + |D|)
so that (X ′, π) and (Y, ϕ) are related in the following manner. Eah onguration
of x ∈ X ′ breaks into bloks of length B eah representing one symbol from the
alphabet {1, . . . , N} of Y , and thus x ∈ X ′ enodes a point y ∈ Y . With this
interpretation of x, the endomorphism πT ats on x in the same manner that
σD ◦ ϕ ats on Y , i.e. it applies ϕ to the enoded sequene y without altering the
blok struture, resulting in a new point x′ ∈ X enoding ϕ(y), and then shifts
eah blok of x′ a distane of D bloks, i.e. D ·B symbols, mimiking the ation of
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B
y ∈ Y
x ∈ X ′
Figure 3.1. Enoding a point in y as a sequene of bloks.
σD on ϕ(y). More preisely, there is an isomorphism
(3.2) (X ′, σ, π) ∼= (Y × {0, . . . , B − 1} × {0, . . . , T − 1}, σB, ϕT )
where σB, ϕT are the suspension maps dened by
σB(y, b, t) = ( σ
{b=0}y , b+ 1 mod B , t )
ϕT (y, b, t) = ( (σ
Dϕ){t=0}y , b , t+ 1 mod T )
Here we have denoted {b = 0} = δb0and {t = 0} = δt0. See gure 3.1
What we have required of π, π̂ is very similar to what is alled intrinsi univer-
sality, whih has been studied in the CA literature (e.g.[1℄), although the additional
shift by D bloks is speial to our onstrution. Suh endomorphisms have been
onstruted many times, as well as automorphisms [7℄. However, we have not found
a referene that satises all of our requirements exatly, and for this reason and
in the interest of ompleteness we provide an outline of the onstrution details.
In this setion we give an overview; in the next we give some of the ner details.
However, the properties above are all we shall use about π, π̂ and one may prefer
at this point skip ahead to setion 5 where we prove theorem 1.
We onstrut π, π̂ in a manner independent of the parameters above; π, π̂ will
operate as interpreters, and the other parameters will be enoded in the ong-
urations of X ′ so as to inuene the way in whih π ats. We shall eventually
set X = ∪X ′, where the union ranges over all hoies of parameters. Notie that
although X is larger than ∪X ′, nonetheless π̂ = π−1 on X , beause this is true on
eah X ′ (and π, π̂ are given by the same blok ode on all of them).
For the onstrution we shall assume that the parameters Y,N, ϕ,B,W,D are
given, and desribe the blok odes for π, π̂ in a way that is independent of the
parameters, and a subshift X ′ that depends on them.
The alphabet ofX ′ onsists of quadruples of symbols, whih we denote (b, p, s, d):
here b stands for Blok struture, p for Program, s for State and d for Data. The
projetion of a sequene onto eah of these oordinates are layers: for example the
sequene of data omponents is the data layer.
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The symbols used in the data layer will inlude the symbols 0, 1, whih we all
bits. We shall represent eah symbol of Y by a sequene of ⌈logN⌉ bits followed
by an appropriate terminating symbol; together we all suh a sequene a word.
The Data layer onsists of two words, representing symbols from Y , starting
at the left side of the blok; the remaining spae to the right of these words is lled
with blank symbols. The rst word in the pair is interpreted as the symbol of
Y urrently represented by the blok, and the seond as the symbol represented
by the blok in the previous yle. There will be times when the data will be in a
orrupt state, but even then it will be possible to reover the unorrupted urrent
and previous states from the other layers; see below.
The Blok layer is a periodi sequene whose period is B and is not modied by
π. At this stage we may take the blok layer to be a periodi onatenation of the
string 1 0B−1, and we shall all suh a sequene, and also the indies it oupies,
simply a blok (later on we will add more information to this layer; see setion
4). In the identiation X ′ ∼= Y × {0, . . . , B − 1} × {0, . . . , T − 1}, the seond
omponent in the image of x ∈ X ′ will be determined by the residue lass mod
B of the position of 1's in the blok layer of x. We remark that sine B an be
arbitrarily large, X will ontain also points whose blok layer onsists of all 0's, or
of a single 1 surrounded by 0's; but as we shall see these will not ause a problem.
The Program layer is also periodi with period B and is not modied by π.
The repeated sequene, whih we all simply the Program, is onstant throughout
X ′. The program begins at the left side with an enoding of the blok odes of ϕ
and ϕ−1. This takes the form of a sequene of 5-tuples of words, representing 5-
tuples of symbols from Y . Eah 5-tuple represents an input (3 Y -symbols) and the
orresponding output symbol of ϕ and ϕ−1 (reall that both are assumed to have
range 1). We separate these 5-tuples from eah other with some speial symbol,
and terminate the sequene of 5-tuples with another speial symbol. Next, the
program layer ontains the parameters W,D enoded as ontiguous sequenes of
1's, either W or D in number, followed by terminating symbols. The remainder of
the program layer is lled with blanks.
Finally, the State layer ontains auxiliary information used to interpret the
Program layer and use it to update the Data layer. We all a sequene of state
symbols orresponding to a Blok simply a State-blok. The state-bloks in dierent
bloks typially dier from eah other, sine they depend on the data in the blok
and the neighboring bloks, but they will be synhronized in the following sense:
there is a speial state-blok alled the Synhronized State, so that one (and
only one) every T appliations of π, the synhronized state-blok appears in all
the bloks of a onguration x ∈ X ′. We shall all an x ∈ X ′ with all bloks
synhronized a synhronized onguration. It is during suh a time that the data
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Program
Previous data word
Enoding of the blok ode of ϕ±
W D
B
3 inputs
ϕ output
ϕ−1 output
Blok
State
Data
Current data word
Figure 3.2. The arrangement of information inside a blok.
layer is guaranteed to represent orretly the urrent and previous symbols. Thus
in the identiation X ∼= Y ×{0, . . . , B− 1}× {0, . . . , T − 1}, the third omponent
of the image of x is the number t of appliations of π−1 needed to bring x to a
synhronized ongurations, and the rst omponent is the urrent symbol in the
data layer of of π−tx.
The layout of a blok is depited in gure 3.2
Applying π repeatedly to a synhronized onguration x ∈ X ′ leads to the
following sequene of events, whih we all a Cyle (gure 3.3):
(1) Eah blok transmits its urrent data word to the neighboring bloks on
its left and right, and reeives the same information from them. At the end
of this stage, the state ontains two words, aL, aR, representing the urrent
Y -symbol enoded in the neighboring bloks to the left and right of the
urrent blok, respetively.
This stage takes B+ON(1) appliations of π to omplete (eah bit moves
a distane of B, taking B time steps, plus a onstant amount of time needed
too oordinate the transmission whih depends only on the number of bits
being transmitted, whih depends on N).
(2) The two words from the data layer  the urrent and previous Y -symbols
 are opied to the state layer and simultaneously deleted from the data
layer. If aC is the urrent symbol and aP the previous symbol of the blok,
then the state spae now ontains the 4-tuple aLaCaRaP of Y -symbols.
This stage takes ON (1) appliations of π to omplete.
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(3) We now enter a loop in the ourse of whih the 4-tuple in the state layer
is translated to the right, stopping opposite eah 5-tuple in the program
layer.
(a) For eah 5-tuple it heks if the triple of words aLaCaR mathes the
input-triple in the program layer.
(b) When a math is found the words aL, aR, and aP in the state layer are
erased, and the orresponding output word b = ϕ0(aLaCaR), whih is
enoded in the data layer, is opied to the state layer. The state layer
now ontains the urrent Y -symbol aC and future Y -symbol b.
() The omparisons ontinue also after a math is found. The implemen-
tation will be suh that eah omparison takes the same number of
steps, whether or not a math is found. A math will be found exatly
one.
Sine the omparisons ontinue at the same rate after a math is made, the
number of appliations of π in this stage is independent of the ongura-
tion, and this stage ends at the same point in the yle for all bloks in a
onguration. The time for this step is ON,ϕ(1).
(4) The urrent and future Y -symbols are translated bak through the state
layer to the left end of the blok and transferred to the data layer: b is
opied to the urrent slot and aC to the previous slot, and they are
simultaneously deleted from the state layer.
This step takes ON,ϕ(1) appliations of π to omplete.
(5) The data layer is shifted |D| bloks to the left or right, aording to the sign
of D. For this, the sign is rst determined, and then a loop is performed
during eah iteration of whih the data layer is shifted by one blok length.
This step takes (B+ON (1)) |D| appliations of π; the B term orresponds
to atually transporting the data. The ON (1) term is the overhead required
eah yle. We give further details in the next setion.
(6) The state layer mok-shifts the data layer W more times, meaning that
the state goes through a yle whih takes the same amount of time as
shifting it one blok, but doesn't result in suh a shift taking plae.
This step takes (B +ON (1))W appliations of π.
(7) All bloks return to the synhronized state.
This takes ON (1) appliations of π.
Part of a yle is depited in gure 3.3.
Given the parameters Y, ϕ et., let X ′′ ⊆ X be the set of synhronized ongura-
tions whose program layer orresponds to the given parameters and whose sequene
of symbols enoded in the data layer orrespond to points in y ∈ Y and ϕ−1(y).
We then set X ′ = ∪T−1t=0 π
tX ′′, where T is the length of one yle.
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uvwz'z qrst'tabb'd
uvwz'z qrst'tabb'd
uvwz'z qrst'tabb'd
a b b' 

b
b b'a
a
b a b 
a
b a
b b'


b 
 b b'a  'a'
a'
a'
a' '
'
'
abb'
uvwz'z
Synhronized state
words are opied to state layer
to the program layer...
uvwz'z
Unitil a math is found...
uvwz'z
bd The old (urrent,previous) pair
is exhanged for the new one
Cyle ontinues until the end
of the program...
bd
db
Step 1: The urrent data word is
opied to the state layer ...
... and the urrent data word is
bloks
transmitted to neighboring
Step 2: Current and previous data
Step 3: Quadruple in state layer
is translated along and ompared
Step 4:Updated (urrent,previous) pair
is returned to the left of the blok ...
... And opied to the program layer
Now begin two more stages:
Shifting D times and "mok shifting"
W times.
bd
abb'd qrst't
qrst'tabb'd
abb'
qrst'tabbd
Figure 3.3. Part of a yle, inluding simulation (but not the shifting).
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It is lear from this desription that πT simulates ϕ, where T is the length of a
yle. The isomorphism (3.2) is given by
x 7→ (y, b, t)
where b is the least non-negative integer suh that −b is the oordinate of the
beginning of a blok; t is the number of appliations of π−1 to x required to bring
x to a synhronized onguration; and y ∈ Y is the sequene enoded by π−t(x),
where y0 is the symbol oded in the blok to whih 0 belongs in π
−t(x). The length
of a yle is given by (3.1).
Note that the alphabet of X ′, and therefore of X , is independent of the parame-
ters, and in partiular of N . Thus we an simulate systems (Y, σ, ϕ) on arbitrarily
large alphabets by subsystems X ′ ⊆ X . The upshot is that in order to do so the
parameter B must be large enough that the bloks an enode the parameters as
desribed above.
The implementation details of π are very similar to those involved in onstrut-
ing a universal Turing mahine, and are ompletely standard, with one exeption:
generally Turing mahines are not reversible, yet we want π to at invertibly on
X ′ and for π̂ = π−1 to have range 1. With are this an be done. Notie that the
only plae where information is deleted in the sheme above is in the stage (3b),
where the 5-tuple in the state layer mathes the 4-tuple in the program layer. At
this point ertain information is erased from and added to the state layer, both are
present in the program layer; this allows the proess to be reversed loally (this is
the reason ϕ−1 is enoded in the program layer; notie that it is not used expliitly
in the denition of π). The other steps  namely, the transferring of bits from one
plae to another, et.  an be done invertibly with inverse having range 1. Thus
we have ahieved our stated goal. The bound (3.1) for T follows easily from the
onstrution.
4. Implementation details
This setion outlines the realization of the automorphism π desribed in the
previous setion. It is provided for ompleteness and readers may prefer to skip
ahead to the next setion where the main onstrution is undertaken. CA simulating
other CA have been onstruted a number of times in the literature, e.g. [1℄,
and are similar to universal Turing mahines. The only new ingredient here is a
areful analysis of ertain aspets of the time omplexity of the simulation, and
our emphasis on invertibility. Although both aspets have been addressed in the
literature, it is easier to indiate the onstrution than to explain how to modify
existing ones to meet our spei needs.
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As a omplete implementation of π would be a very lengthy undertaking, we de-
sribe only the part of the implementation responsible for the rst stage of the yle,
in whih the urrent data words are transmitted between immediate neighboring
bloks. In this stage we already enounter the main ideas needed to omplete the
rest, and we provide a few hints about the other stages.
The symbols of the state layer represent sets populated by agents. An agent
is a nite state automaton. Eah agent in eah state-layer ell will, with eah
appliation of π, perform one or more of the following operations: (1) modify the
symbols in the data layer, (2) update its internal state, (3) move one ell left or
right. By design, not more than one agent per ell will attempt to modify the data
layer, so no onit will arise. The nature of the operation that an agent performs is
determined by the other ontents of its ell prior to the operation, inluding its own
previous internal state, the states of the other agents in its ell, and the symbols in
the data, program and blok layers.
There are two types of agents:
• The main agent. There is one suh agent per blok, and it is the only agent
apable of modifying the data layer.
• Data agents. Used to store and transport data. We allow several types of
data agents, whih play slightly dierent roles, but they overall behavior is
the same.
We shall also add new symbols to the blok layer. We all these roadsigns. Their
role is to signal some event to the agents at that ell.
Note that, sine the laphabet ofX may not depend on the parametersN, Y, ϕ,B,D,W ,
we may introdue only a nite number of agents and new symbols (roadsigns); but
we may arrange them as we wish. This allows us a great deal of exibility in pro-
gramming the agents and providing them external ues to modify their behavior.
The data agents role is to store and transport a single bit of data. Their internal
state onsists of a motion symbol (left, right, or stationary); and a data symbol
(0, 1 or empty). At eah step, a data agent updates its state based on roadsigns
in the blok layer and instrutions from the main agent, if it oupies the same ell
as the data agent. Then the data agent takes one step left or right or stays in its
urrent ell, aording to its motion symbol.
The main agent ats as oordinator, issuing instrutions to data agents and
modifying the data layer. Its operation is more omplex, and it is our goal to
desribe some of it in detail.
At the beginning of eah yle all agents are arranged as follows. The main agent
is loated in the leftmost ell of the blok in an initial state that we all s1. At
eah site where the data layer ontains a data bit from the urrent word, there are
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two data agents, one of eah type Left and one of type Right (not to be onfused
with their motion state!), with motion symbol stationary and empty data.
The main agent is initially in a state s1. While in this state he moves one ell to
the right at eah time step, and at eah ell has the following eet: the data bit
from the data layer is opied to the data agents, and the data agents are launhed,
i.e. their motion symbol is set as appropriate (the motion state of the L:eft agent
is set to left, and that of the other to right). The end of the urrent data word
is indiated by a roadsign (speial symbol in the blok layer), and when reahed it
auses the main agent to enter internal state s2.
At this point there are two new opies of the urrent data word, enoded in
sequenes of agents who are marhing left and right at unit speed, forming what we
shall all aravans. We would like the main agent to meet the aravans arriving
in its blok and ause them to stop. Thus he should do nothing for a while, and
arrive at a designated spot at a designated time to reeive the rst aravan. Sine
entering a state of inativity and staying there is not an invertible operation we
instead have the agent walk to the right while in state s2 until it reahes a speially
plaed roadsign. At this point it enters state s′2, walks left until it reahes another
designated roadsign, and enters state s3. Sine the transitions are ontroled by
enounters with spei roadsigns they are invertible, and by by ontrolling the
positions of the roadsigns we an determine the time and plae at whih the agent
enters state s3.
We assume that the main agent enters state s3 just as the rst data agent in
aravan of data agents from the blok to the right is arriving at the ell where
it is to stop. In state s3 the main agent walks to the right, and whenever it
shares a left-moving data agent it sets its motion symbol to stationary. Thus the
main agent will ause the left-moving aravan to halt. A roadsign indiates to the
main agent that it has reahed the last data agent in the aravan (this position is
ompletely determined by the parameters and the hoie of roadsigns so far); when
this roadsign is reahed the main agent enters state s4.
In state s4 the main agent behaves similarly, moving left and stopping data
agents arriving from the right. When the last data agent is halted, a roadsign
fores the main agent into a new state s5.
At this point we have ompleted our goal: the state layer of eah blok ontains
data words from the urrent blok and its two neighbors. The time elapsed from
the beginning of the yle is B + ON (1); the B term is the time it atually takes
eah data bit to travel, and the ON (1) is an adjustment enompassing overhead
and the fat that slightly less than B may have been traveled (we have some hoie
about where to halt the aravans).
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With regard invertibility, note that given the state si in whih the main agent
is found, the eet on data agents is invertible, and the transitions between si to
si+1 is ontrolled by roadsigns, and is invertible as well.
We onlude this outline with some further omments.
In our example we have not demontrated the deletion of bits from the data or
state layers. To make this invertible eah deleted bit must be present in some other
form in the same ell. For example, when transferring the urrent data word to the
state layer the main agent will delete a bit from the state layer while at the same
time reording it in a data agent; thus this operation an be reversed.
The next step in the yle is to transfer the data-agents, representing three data-
words, to the right, stopping opposite eah orresponding triple in the program
layer. This is similar to the transfer we just performed, exept there is no main
agent on the reeiving end to halt the aravans. This is solved by positioning
roadsigns that ause the data agents to reverse diretion. These at as reeting
walls, and allow the main agent who launhed the aravan to also halt them (the
order of bits in the data words is reversed; one an either work with this reversal,
or perform the reetion twie).
Another point that needs some are is the omparison stage, at whih the three
data words represented by the data agents are ompared to the orresponding
words in the program layer. When omparing the input triple in the program to
the orresponding triple in the state layer, one annot simply traverse them both
from left to right, say, and take note if they dier at some point, beause this is
not reversible (when going bakwards, you are in a state of knowing that there is
a diering pair of symbols until you reah the leftmost suh pair. After that your
state is that of not yet having seen a dierene. But there is no way to know,
when you reah a diering pair, if it is the leftmost suh pair or not). To overome
this, one begins on the left, say, and puts down markings in the state layer: green
until the rst dierene, if there is one, and red thereafter. When the end of the
omparison is reahed we note the urrent olor, and then go bak, right to left,
and erase the olor markings. This proedure is invertible with range 1.
Lastly, we disuss how to ontrol the number of iterations of the shifting stage,
whih must our D and W times. Perhaps the simplest is that, during the time
that the data is being transferred, the main agent ounts down. This an be done
in the simplest of ways, by oding D and W into the program layer as a sequene
of D or W speial symbols, respetively; transferring them to the state layer (as
stationary data agents); and rossing one out, i.e. resetting one of them, with
eah shift iteration.
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5. Realizing unique non-expansive diretions
Before ontinuing, let us make some observations about the onstrution above.
The following is lear from the onstrution:
Lemma 5.1. Suppose X1 ⊆ X is onstruted from the parameters Y1, ϕ,N,B,W,D.
Suppose that Y2 ⊆ Y1 is σ- and ϕ-invariant, and let X2 be onstruted using pa-
rameters Y2, ϕ,N,B,W,D. Then X2 ⊆ X1.
Lemma. π̂|X = (π|X)
−1
Proof. Reall that X = ∪X ′, the union being over all systems onstruted from
permissible parameters. The lemma follows from the fat that for eah suh X ′ we
have π̂|X′ = (π|X′)
−1
, and in all ases π is given by the same blok ode. 
Next, we relate the predition shapes of ϕ|Y and π|X′ .
Lemma 5.2. Suppose X ′ ⊆ X is onstruted from the parameters Y, ϕ,N,B,W,D.
Let Λ be a predition shape for ϕ|Y . Then A(Λ) is a predition shape for π|X′ , where
A : R2 → R2 is the linear map xing e1 = (1, 0)
T
and mapping e2 = (0, 1)
T
to the
vetor (D,T/B), or in matrix form,
A =
[
1 D
0 T/B
]
Proof. This is immediate from the identiation
(X ′, σ, π) ∼= (Y × {0, . . . , B − 1} × {0, . . . , T − 1}, σB, ϕT ) 
We now undertake the main onstrution of this setion, and proeed to an-
alyze it. Let N be the number of symbols in the alphabet of X . Fix a se-
quene Bn, Dn,Wn of parameters for the onstrution above, with Wk ≥ 2 (hene
Tk/Bk ≥ 2).
For a subshift Y ⊆ X invariant under π, let Zn(Y ) denote the system X
′
on-
struted above with parameters N, Y, π,Bn, Dn,Wn. Dene
Zn+kn = Zn(Zn+1(. . . (Zn+k(X)) . . .)).
An indution using lemma 5.1 shows that Zn+k+1n ⊆ Z
n+k
n ; thus
Z∞n =
∞⋂
k=1
Zn+kn
is non-empty and σ- and π-invariant. Finally, set
Z = Z∞1 .
It is easy to see that we have the relation
(5.1) Z = Z∞1 = Z1(Z
∞
2 ) = Z1(Z2(Z
∞
3 )) = . . .
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et.
We will now show that there is a (neessarily unique) line ℓ through the origin
so that
Λ = ℓ1 = {u ∈ R2 : d(u, ℓ) < 1}
is a predition shape of Z, and alulate the slope of ℓ. It sues to write Λ as an
inreasing union of predition shapes for π|Z.
Let ∆ denote the unit ball in R2 with the norm ‖·‖1, whih is a predition
shape for π and any π-invariant subshift of X . Let An : R
2 → R2 denote the map
assoiated as in lemma 5.2 to Zn(·). Sine Z
∞
n = Zn(Z
∞
n+1) and ∆ is a predition
shape for Z∞n+1, it follows from lemma 5.2 that An(∆) is a predition shape for
Z∞n . Therefore sine Z
∞
n−1 = Zn−1(Z
∞
n ) the same lemma gives that An−1(An∆) is
a predition shape for Z∞n−1, and iterating we have that
∆n := A1A2 . . . An(∆)
is a predition shape for Z = Z∞1 .
Notie that eah the shape ∆n is a quadrilateral having two verties, (−1, 0) and
(1, 0), on the x-axis, one vertex above the x-axis, and one below it. We shall now
analyze the asymptoti behavior of these verties. Let A be the matrix in lemma
5.2, i.e. it is of the form
A =
[
1 D
0 T/B
]
for integer parameters D,T,B and T/B. Let (x, y)T ∈ R2 with y > 0 and
(x′, y′)T = A(x, y). Then
x′
y′
=
DB
T
+
B
T
·
x
y
Now x n and let (xn, yn)
T
denote the vertex of the quadrilateral ∆n that lies
in the upper half plane. Then
(xn, yn)
T = A1 . . . An(0, 1)
so xn/yn is given by
xn
yn
=
D1B1
T1
+
B1
T1
(
D2B2
T2
+
B2
T2
(
. . .
(
DnBn
Tn
+
Bn
Tn
·
0
1
)
. . .
))
or, using (3.1) and writing
αk =
DkBk
Tk
= (1 + εk)
Dk
|Dk|+Wk
and βk =
Bk
Tk
=
1
(1 + εk)(|Dk|+Wk)
where εk = ON,ϕ(
1
Bk
), we have
xn
yn
= α1 + β1(α2 + β2(. . . (αn + βn · 0)) . . .)
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Sine Tk/Bk ≥ 2 for all k by our hoie of parameters, βk < 1/2, so this sequene
onverges to some λ ∈ (−1, 1). For the same reason we have yn ≥ 2
n
and thus for
large enough n we have xn →∞. Sine the slopes of the two sides of ∆n whih lie
in the upper half plane are
yn
xn − 1
and
yn
xn + 1
it follows that that these slopes onverge to the ommon value 1/λ.
A similar alulation shows that as n → ∞ the remaining vertex of ∆n grows
unboundedly in norm and that the slope of the remaining two sides onverges to
1/λ as well.
Finally, it follows that there is an inreasing subsequene of the∆k's whose union
is (neessarily) the set Λ = ℓ1, where ℓ is the line with slope 1/λ.
In summary, we have:
Theorem 5.3. (Z, 〈σ, π〉) has a unique non-expansive diretion whose slope is 1/λ,
where
λ = α1 + β1(α2 + β2(α3 + . . . (αn + βn(. . .))) . . .)
and αk, βk, εk are as given above.
Proof. Theorem 2.2 implies that any line with slope dierent from 1/λ is expansive
(and the horizontal diretion is as well, sine σ ats expansively by denition). That
the line with slope 1/λ is a non-expansive diretion then follows from the fat that
any innite system has non-expansive diretions, and the following laim. 
Claim 5.4. For any hoie of parameters, the system Z is innite.
Proof. From the representation (3.2), we see that every hoie of z2 ∈ Z
∞
2 is rep-
resented, modulo σ-shifts, by T1B1 points z1 = z1(z2) ∈ Z. Thus |Z| = |Z
∞
1 | ≥
T1B1|Z
∞
2 |. Similarly, |Z
∞
2 | ≥ T2B2|Z
∞
3 |, so |Z| ≥ T1B1T2B2|Z
∞
3 |; and so one.
Sine TnBn ≥ 2 for eah n, the onlusion follows. 
We have shown that out onstrution yields systems with a unique non-expansive
diretion of the form 1/λ. It remains to show that any diretion an be attained.
The following an elementary exerise in representing reals:
Lemma 5.5. For any real number |θ| ≤ 1 ours as the number λ for some hoie
of the parameters Bk,Wk, Dk, and we may hoose Wk ≥ 2.
Proof. We assume for onveniene that θ ≥ 0; the ast θ < 0 follows similarly,
the only dierene being that all the D's are then negative and the endpoints of
segments must appear in the reverse order.
For some pair of integers W ≥ 1 and D ≥ 0, the number θ lies between D|D|+W+1
and
D+1
|D|+W+1 . Taking W1 = W,D1 = D and taking B1 to be suiently large, we
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an make the error εk arbitrarily small and obtain
θ ∈ (α1, α1 + β1)
One proeeds indutively to hoose B2,W2, D2 so that
θ − α1
β1
∈ (α2, α2 + β2)
implying that
θ ∈ (α1 + β1α2, α1 + β1(α2 + β2))
and so on (note that the losure of eah interval is in the interior of the previous
one). 
Theorem 5.3 and lemma 5.5 show that any line with slope θ, |θ| > 1, ours
as the unique non-expansive diretion of some ation. All other diretions an be
attained from this result by re-parametrizing the ating group. This ompletes the
proof of the main part of theorem 1.
It remains only to show that in the ase of a rational diretion the ation in that
diretion is non-trivial. This is shown in the same way as the proof of laim 5.4,
that Z is innite; we omit the details.
6. Lyapunov exponents
Given a subshift Y and an endomorphism ϕ : Y → Y , Shereshevsky [8℄ dened
the Lyapunov exponents λ+, λ− as follows. For y ∈ Y dene
I+t (y) = min
{
n : ∀z ∈ Y ∀0 ≤ s ≤ t
(
z|[−n,∞) = y|[−n,∞) =⇒ (ϕ
sz)|[0,∞) = (ϕ
sy)|[0,∞)
)}
and similarly
I−t (y) = min
{
n : ∀z ∈ Y ∀0 ≤ s ≤ t
(
z|(−∞,n] = y|(−∞,n] =⇒ (ϕ
tz)|(−∞,0] = (ϕ
ty)|(−∞,0]
)}
Set
Λ±t = max
y∈Y
max
i∈Z
I±t (σ
iy)
The Lyapunov exponents are then dened by
λ± = lim inf
t→∞
Λ±t
t
(Shereshevsky's original denition of λ± diers from the above but is equivalent by
[9℄).
We omit the proof of the following, whih is an immediate onsequene of the
denitions:
Proposition 6.1. ϕ : Y → Y be an automorphism of an innite subshift Y and
let Λ be a predition shape for ϕ|Y . Let θ
+, θ− denote the (possibly innite) slopes
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of the right- and left-tangent rays to ∂Λ at (−1, 0) and (1, 0), respetively. Then
λ+ ≤ 1/θ+ and λ− ≤ −1/θ−.
Corollary 6.2. If the strip Λ = {(x, y) : |x| < 1} is a predition shape for ϕ|Y ,
then λ+ = λ− = 0.
Tisseur [9℄ and later Tisseur and Bressaud [4℄ studied the relation between Lya-
punov exponents, partiularly the ase of zero Lyapunov exponent, and the exis-
tene of equiontinuity points for the ation of ϕ. Let us reall some denitions.
For an endomorphism ϕ ating on a subshift Y ⊆ ΣZ, we say that a nite word
a ∈ Σn is a bloking word if, for any pair y, z ∈ Y with y|[1,n] = z|[1,n] = a
and y|[1,∞) = z|[1,∞), we also have (ϕ
ty)|[1,∞) = (ϕ
tz)|[1,∞) for all t; and also for
any y, z satisfying y|[−n,−1] = z|[−n,−1] = a and y|(−∞,−1] = z|(−∞,−1] we have
(ϕty)|(−∞,−1] = (ϕ
tz)|(−∞,−1]. The ondition that ϕ have equiontinuity points is
equivalent to ϕ having a bloking word. Also, not having equiontinuity points is
equivalent to ϕ ating on Y with sensitive dependene on initial onditions.
Returning to the matter at hand, Bressaud and Tisseur onjetured that when ϕ
is a ellular automaton ating sensitively (i.e. without equiontinuity points) on Y ,
some point y ∈ Y has lim inft→∞ I
+
t (y) > 0 or lim inft→∞ I
−
t (y) > 0 ([4, Conjeture
3℄). Our onstrution provides a ounterexample for this onjeture, as we desribe
next. We ontinue to use the notation introdued in the previous setion during
the onstrution of Z.
Proposition 6.3. The ation of π on Z does not have equiontinuity points.
Proof. Suppose that x were an equiontinuity point. Then there is an n so that if
x(i) = y(i) for |i| ≤ n and y ∈ Z then πtx(0) = πty(0) for all t. We show this is
impossible.
Consider the blok a = x|[−1,1]. This blok ontains ertain information about
the onguration of the one or two bloks in Z whih interset the oordinates
[−n, n]. This in turn may enode some information about the loation and state
of the one or two bloks in Z∞2 whose state are enoded in the two bloks in the
rst level of Z; and so on. But sine a is a nite blok, there must be a k so
that a ontains no information about the bloks whose enoding it intersets in
Z∞k . Now note that we an hoose y so that the state of these Z
∞
k -bloks in y
diers from their state in x. Thus there is some bit in these Z∞k -bloks that diers.
This bit will eventually be transported aross a; therefore there will be a t so that
πty(0) 6= πtx(0). 
This last proposition may seem surprising, sine the dynamis of (Z, π) appear
at rst glane to be almost periodi. However, it is not in reality so.
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7. An alternative onstrution in the rational ase
We present here a onstrution that arose in disussions with Doug Lind and
provides a simpler example of a system whose unique non-expansive diretion is the
vertial axis, but no power of the ation in that diretion is the identity (though in
other ways the ation is dynamially rather trivial). This example is signiantly
simpler than the one above and may be adapted to give examples in other rational
diretions, but we have been unable to get any irrational diretion with this method.
It is striking to us that the irrational ase is so muh more diult than the rational
one, and it would be interesting if a simpler onstrution for that ase were found.
As before, we onstrut a subshift X ⊆ ΣZ and an automorphism π : X → X
suh that the vertial strip of width 2 around the y-axis is a predition shape for
π.
Fix a parameter n ∈ N. The alphabet Σ onsists of the symbols
− (blank)
→,← (arrows)
k
[ ,
k
] for 0 ≤ k ≤ n (brakets, with ounter k)
k
[
∗
,
k
]
∗
for 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 (marked brakets, with ounter k)
Eah onguration in X will have at most one arrow symbol in it; the rest will be
blanks and brakets. Adjaent brakets will not be allowed, instead between any
pair of brakets there will always be at least one blank or arrow symbol.
We shall later desribe the ongurations of X in more detail, but rst we dene
the automorphism π by giving the relevant transitions, from whih a range-2 blok
ode may be derived. The transitions are
→ − beomes − →(7.1)
→
n
[− beomes −
n−1
[
∗
→(7.2)
→
k
]− beomes ←
k−1
] − if k > 0(7.3)
→
0
]− beomes −
n
] →(7.4)
−
k
[
∗
← beomse −
k−1
[
∗
→ if k > 0(7.5)
−
0
[
∗
← beomes −
n
[ →(7.6)
together with the symmetri rules obtained by reversing left and right, e.g. −
0
[ ←
beomes ←
n
[− (reversal of (7.4)).
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To interpret this, one may imagine that the arrow represents an agent walking in
a landsape of brakets, proeeding in the diretion the arrow points to (rule (7.1)).
The behavior of the agent when it enounters a braket depends on the orientation
and the data on the braket.
• When the agent approahes a braket from the inside,
 If the braket has positive ounter, the agent derements the ounter
by 1 and turns around (rule (7.3),(7.5)).
 If the ounter is 0 then it is reset to n; next, if the braket was marked
the agent removes the mark and turns around, but if it was unmarked
the agent passes through (rule (7.4),(7.6)).
• When the agent approahes a braket from the outside it marks the
braket, derements the ounter, and passes through (rule 7.2). We shall
arrange that suh an enounter only ours when the ounter is n and the
braket is unmarked.
For example, starting from the pattern →
n
[ −
n
]− the agent will enter the region
between the brakets, reverse its diretion 2n times, and emerge from the right side.
Note that upon its exit it leaves behind the onguration as he found it, i.e. the
nal pattern is −
n
[ −
n
] →.
We next desribe the allowable arrangement of brakets in X . We rst dene
speial sequenes of plain brakets [, ] whih are arranged in a hierarhial manner.
Begin by hoosing a periodi subset I1 ⊆ Z of period 2 (there are two ways to do
this), and set the symbols yi, i ∈ I to be alternately [ and ] (this an again be done
in two ways). Half of the symbols in Z \ I1 are now trapped between mathing
brakets; let I ′2 denote the half whih is not, whih is a oset of 4Z. Next, hoose a
subset I2 ⊆ I
′
2 of relative period 2 (a oset of 8Z; there are two hoies) and dene
yi, i ∈ I2 to be alternately [ and ] (again two hoies). Let I
′
3 ⊆ Z\(I1∪I2) be those
indies whih have not yet been determined, and whih are not trapped between
mathing brakets, and hoose I3 ⊆ I
′
3 a subset of relative period 2 (a oset of 32Z).
Proeed in this manner to dene yi for i ∈ I3 and I
′
4, I4, et. After arrying this out
for all n every i ∈ Z, with possibly one exeption, is trapped between some pair of
brakets; the remaining point, if it exists, may be left blank or given the symbol [ or
]. Three steps in the onstrution of suh a y appears below (big brakets indiate
the addition at eah stage).
−[−]− [−]− [−]− [−]− [−]− [−]− [−]− [−]− [−]− [−]− [−]− [−]− [−]−]
[−]− [−]
[
[−]− [−]
]
[−]− [−]
[
[−]− [−]
]
[−]− [−]
[
[−]− [−]
]
[−]−
] [−]
[
[−] [ [−]− [−] ] [−]− [−] [ [−]− [−] ] [−]
]
[−] [ [−]− [−] ] [−]−
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We dene a pre-blok to be a subword of an hierarhial arrangement as above,
whih onsists of a mathed pair of brakets and the region between them. The
pattern [−] is a pre-blok, and we all it the level-0 pre-blok; next is [[−] − [−]],
a level-1 pre-blok; in general, a pre-blok ontaining level-n pre-bloks but no
level-(n+ 1) pre-blok is a level-(n+ 1) pre-blok.
Next, dene a level-n blok to be the word obtained from a level-n pre-blok by
inserting a blank in between every pair of symbols.
We now dene the admissible words in X . Let a be a blok, and onsider the
patterns → a− and −a ←, whih we extend with blanks in both diretions (but
we suppress these blanks notationally). It is easy to verify that after nitely many
iterations of π we get the patterns the −a → and ← a−, respetively. Let L(a)
denote the set of intermediate patterns obtained in this way. We dene X to be the
subshift suh that every nite word in X appears as a subword of some b ∈ L(a),
for some blok a.
It is not hard to hek that for eah x ∈ X there is a oset of 2Z on whih there
appears a hierarhial onguration of brakets in the sense above, with brakets
now arrying ounters and markings. On the omplementary oset there appear
only blanks and possibly an arrow. One an also verify that if x ∈ X ontains a
blok that does not ontain an arrow, then that blok onsists of unmarked brakets
with ounters equal to n.
The point of the onstrution is the following. The hanges that our in a
onguration under π our only at the site of an arrow or adjaent to an arrow, so
in order to understand the propagation of perturbations to a onguration under
π we must understand is the rate at whih the arrow moves. For this, note that in
order to pass through the blok
a1 =
n
[ −−−
n
]
requires 6n steps. Now onsider the blok
a2 =
n
[ −
n
[ −−−
n
] −−−
n
[ −−−
n
] −
n
]
To pass through this requires the arrow to go bak and forth 2n times between the
external brakets; eah time it must ross the inner two brakets twie, taking 6n
steps eah time. Thus to ross a2 requires 2n · (5 + 2 · 6n).
Continuing in this way, one may show that the time to ross the level-n blok
ak is (cn)
k
, where cn → ∞ with n. On the other hand, the width of ak is d
k
for
a onstant d independent of n, and the bloks ak appear periodially with period
dk in any onguration of X . It follows that in order to travel a distane of Ndk
will require time on the order of N(cn)
k
, i.e. over large sales the rate of travel
is logarithmi (we remark that this is the slowest possible rate; if the rate were
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sub-logarithmi we would have, ounting ongurations, that the ation of π were
periodi).
In partiular, if we know the onguration x|[−N,N ] for x ∈ X we an predit
x|[−N+logN,N−logN ] up to time O(N). It follows that the vertial strip of width 2
is a predition shape for X , as desired. We omit the details.
Finally, sine the arrow does travel arbitrarily far in some ongurations (in fat,
in any onguration ontaining the arrow), it follows that the ation of π is not
periodi. We remark, however, that the dynamis of π are in other ways rather
trivial, e.g. all invariant measures are onentrated on xed points, and there are
unountable many of these (the ongurations without an arrow).
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